
Validation is complicated and time-consuming, but it doesn’t have to be. ProcessX is an intelligent, fully validated, 
GxP process automation application built on the Now Platform. ProcessX enhances the Now platform’s eSignature 
and audit trail capability to achieve Part 11, Annex 11, and other global regulatory requirements. With ProcessX, you 
can automate any manual GxP process, delivering up to 5x speed and efficiency.

If you have ServiceNow, you can easily extend your non-GxP environment to include GxP workflows. If you don’t have 
ServiceNow, you can access the Now platform through ProcessX – no additional license is needed.  

ProcessX simplifies validation and maintains compliance with a subscription to USDM’s Cloud Assurance service.

• An annual audit of ServiceNow

• The initial validation of ProcessX on the Now Platform

• Ongoing release management and automated testing for customer specific
ProcessX deployment

USDM Cloud Assurance | Automated Testing & Continuous Compliance

Computer Software Assurance (CSA) | Methodology

GxP Compliant Workflows

ProcessX | GxP Workflow Automation

USDM’s Cloud Assurance is a managed service designed from decades of global 
regulatory best practices that minimizes your validation burdens. It includes:

You also get 100% transparency to your validated state via USDM’s digital app, 
which is automated, always on, and easy to use.

USDM has been studying, training, and implementing the FDA’s recommended risk-based CSA methodology for our 
customers for several years. USDM’s Cloud Assurance does extensive automated testing that you can leverage as 
part of the CSA methodology. CSA drives significant operational efficiency and improves quality processes. Cloud 
Assurance minimizes your validation burdens.

Built on ServiceNow’s Now Platform

300+ life sciences customers trust 
USDM’s Cloud Assurance



ProcessX has GxP workflows for the most critical regulated areas of your business.

Why Choose ProcessX 

Case Study
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Turning Point, a clinical-stage oncology company, was rapidly achieving great clinical 
results needed to ramp up its IT systems. They required a solution for regulated 
IT Change Management and User Access Provisioning. USDM delivered six GxP 
workflows and modernized their validation methodology with CSA, saving them 
significant time and money. 

•   Reduce the cost of managing  
    segregated GxP data
•   Part 11 / Annex 11 compliant     
    eSignatures and Audit Trails
•   USDM Cloud Assurance    
    automated testing and 
    validation included
•   Quality by design with a fully  
    validated, intelligent process  
    automation framework

•   Reduce paper processes & GDP errors 
•   Access core Now Platform features 
•   Citizen Development; Super Users can  
     build forms and workflows with clicks  
     (no code)
•   Reusability of Objects to develop   
    flows, buttons, navigation, etc.
•   Open API platform bridges gaps in   
    quality processes
•   Customized end-user training

•   Scalable to new GxP workflows
•   Super User can support   
    enhancement requests
•   Most changes can be managed  
    through SOPs vs. change request
•   Automated testing ensures  
    compliance with each release
•   Test locally, expand globally

AUTOMATED 
COMPLIANCE

DEVELOP & DEPLOY
WITH EASE

EASILY MAINTAIN, 
ENHANCE & SCALE

REGULATED IT 
WORKFLOWS

QUALITY WORKFLOWS GMP MANUFACTURING 
WORKFLOWS

ADVERSE EVENT 
WORKFLOWS

•  Incident Mgmt
•  Cybersecurity Incident
•  Change Mgmt 
 •  Regulatory Applicability

 •  Periodic Review
•  User Access Provisioning

•  Non-Conformance / Deviation
•  Out of Specification / Out of               

•  CAPA Mgmt 
•  Audit Findings Response 
•  Supplier Corrective Action

•  eLogbooks / Cleaning Logs
•  Batch Record Management
•  Paperless Manufacturing

•  AE Case Intake
•  AE Triage

Trend

Request

Assessment

“And it was probably the fastest I’ve ever done anything in my life, but it was rewarding, and 
we really want to thank USDM for all of their help and guidance in getting this ramped up.”

-John Savage, Senior Director,  IT & R&D, Turning Point Therapeutics 
(a Bristol Myers Squibb company)
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